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Hummingbirds: amazing photography lets us observe one of the miracles of our northern spring.

Bylaw enforcement
investigations rising

Inter-island ferry fares will double
between 2003 and 2012 ~ Patrick Brown
The BC Ferry Commissioner, Martin Crilly, has
issued his preliminary decision on fare caps for
the second Performance Term, starting April 1,
2008. It forecasts that fares for BC Ferries’
2011/2012 Fiscal Year will be increased
between 18 and 22% over today’s fares
(including fuel surcharges) for the major
routes, and between 31 and 37% for the ‘other’
routes.
This forecast assumes that the provincial
government contribution to the costs of the
‘other’ routes will remain at the same level it
has for the first Performance Term, five years
ending March 31, 2008.
Since the implementation of the Coastal
Ferry Act by the provincial government in
April, 2003, this means that by 2012, fares on
the major routes will have risen by
approximately 50%, while fares will have
nearly doubled on ‘other’ routes—in nine
years.
The major routes include the profitable
Tsawwassen-Swartz Bay and Horseshoe BayNanaimo routes, and the money-losing
Tsawwassen-Duke Point run. The allowable
profit level is set by the Commissioner at 14% of
total corporate equity.
The ‘other’ routes include the Sunshine
Coast routes, all the smaller inter-Island
routes, the Mill Bay ferry, and the Northern
Routes to Prince Rupert and Haida Gwaii.
These have also been described as the
‘taxpayer-supported’ routes; the provincial
government pays an annual subsidy, or ‘service
fee’, for a given number of trips on each route.
Over the past four years, despite rising costs
and three ‘extraordinary’ fare increases granted
by the Commissioner in recognition of rapidly
rising fuel prices, the provincial ‘service fee’ has
not increased. The result is that farepaying ferry
users have had to bear the entire increase in
costs, including the increases in fuel costs. On
major routes, which are essentially

unsubsidized, this has resulted in an increase of
some 21% in fares; on the ‘other’ routes, because
there has been no increase in the provincial
subsidy, the increase has been nearly 50%.
This is consistent with two of the
announced objectives of the Coastal Ferry Act:
to eliminate the subsidization of the smaller
routes by the main routes, and to move all
routes to a completely ‘user-pay’ system.
A third objective, to keep BC Ferries ‘honest’
by encouraging competitors to bid on some of
the routes, has not so far yielded any proposals.

Commissioner’s Role
Crilly has emphasized that he does not in any
way represent the public interest, nor is he
empowered to seek or accept any
representations from the public. He is also
specifically prohibited from considering the
social or economic effects of ferry fares on
individuals, the public, or communities.
His role is strictly to conduct the fare-setting
process and ensure the financial viability of
ferry operators, whether they be BCFS or
others. (BC Ferries Services Inc is the
provincial government-owned company set up
to contract with the provincial government to
serve as the initial ‘privatized’ operator of the
ferries for the provincial government, and
succeed the previous BC Ferry Corporation,
which was a Crown Corporation and part of the
provincial government.)

Setting Fare Caps
The process of determining the fares for the
second Performance Term started last fall with
a submission by BC Ferries Services Inc (BCFS)
to the Commission.
The Ferry Commissioner is playing his part
in the determination of fares by carrying out
the calculations mandated by the Act. He has
developed these new fare cap estimates based
on the figures supplied by BCFS.
FERRY FARES, please turn to page 5
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A report on the number of bylaw enforcement
investigations underway within the Islands Trust Area
indicates that activity is up by nearly 25% since this
time last year. Currently, there are 166 investigations
underway, compared to 135 active files as of early
spring last year. The report was presented to Trust
Council at its quarterly meeting on Gabriola Island,
March 27—29.
The majority of the bylaw infractions involve land
use zoning contraventions, such as operating a
business not allowed in a residential area. Other
infractions include siting, density, short-term vacation
rentals and development permits. The Islands Trust
has three bylaw enforcement officers, each working
three days per week.
In the past four years the Islands Trust has seen the
annual number of active bylaw enforcement cases
almost double—growing from 85 files to more than
160 files.
‘Considerable community effort goes into
development and adoption of land use bylaws and
there is an expectation by communities that those
bylaws will be enforced,’ said Kim Benson, Islands
Trust Council chair. ‘Our first priority is to achieve
voluntary compliance through consultation with the
property owner,’ continued Benson. ‘If that fails, we
have our lawyers send a letter regarding the violation
of the bylaw and provide a reasonable time to comply.
Finally, if that fails, we go to litigation, which is always
a last resort given the financial implications.
Within the Islands Trust Area a bylaw enforcement
investigation can be triggered by a written complaint
from a member of the public or a bylaw enforcement
officer can initiate an investigation if the officer
observes a violation associated with a permitting
process, such as a development permit, or sees an
advertisement for illegal uses.
Individuals who believe there may be a violation
can file a complaint, either electronically by going to
the Islands Trust web site at www.islandstrust.bc.ca or
by letter to the Islands Trust’s offices in Victoria or on
Salt Spring and Gabriola Islands. 
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Briony Penn, federal Liberal candidate
in
Saanich-Gulf
Islands,
has
commended the agreement reached
between Stéphane Dion and Elizabeth
May. With this agreement, neither party
will run a candidate in the other leader’s
riding in the upcoming federal election.
‘I applaud Stéphane Dion’s decision,’
said Penn. ‘It demonstrates his
willingness to try new approaches to
politics. His creativity and his passion
are what attracted me to the Liberals.
‘Elizabeth May has made a significant
contribution
to
environmental
awareness in Canada,’ said Penn. ‘She
has inspired me and I hope that she is
elected. She would make a wonderful
MP. I know that the Liberal Party can
work with Elizabeth, in Parliament and
outside.
Penn was acclaimed April 1 as the
Liberal Party of Canada's candidate in
the Saanich–Gulf Islands riding. She is
running against incumbent Gary Lunn,
the Minister of Natural Resources, who
received just 37% of the vote in the 2006
election, the lowest percentage of any
Cabinet Minister.
Penn was invited to run for federal
office by both the Green Party and the
NDP but opted for the Liberals in
response to Stéphane Dion’s invitation
to women and environmentalists to
come forward to help reform, reshape
and rebuild the Liberals.
‘When has any other leader of a
mainstream political party extended that
kind of explicit invitation?’ asked Penn
at the time. ‘Never.’ 

Six new Coast
Guard vessels for
Pacific region

On
April
12,
Randy
Kamp,
parliamentary secretary to the Minister
of Fisheries and Oceans, announced
details of six new vessels to be based in
British Columbia as part of the
Canadian Coast Guard’s continued
modernization of its fleet. ‘As a maritime
nation, Canada must have a strong and
effective Coast Guard,’ said Kamp. The
March 2007 federal budget identified
$324 million for the purchase and
maintenance of the six vessels.
One state-of-the-art offshore fishery
science vessel and five mid-shore patrol
vessels will be built in Canada and
NEW VESSELS, please turn to page 9
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Commentary by Corky Evans

Bill 11 and Jumbo Glacier Resort
AT FULFORD HARBOUR
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The following is an excerpt from a speech made by MLA Corky Evans in the BC Legislature on March 26. The entire speech, in
inimitable Corky-style, can be read in Hansard.
orky Evans: I think that it might be somewhat difficult doesn’t matter who they are. That’s the premier’s job.
for people watching this event in the gallery or at home to
The premier meets with the people who want to put up a
fathom what’s going on here. So I would like to take a town, a Jumbo, and goes: ‘Wow, 500 jobs, and build a whole
minute and try and explain what I think is actually happening. town. That’s a pretty good idea.’ My friend Mike Harcourt is
Events in this building are sometimes kind of arcane and travelling around and meets a guy. The guy says, ‘Hey, Mike, you
somewhat stilted for people at home to understand, so I’d like to need some jobs? I’ll build a town for you,’ and Mike goes: ‘Pretty
back up.
cool.’ He says: ‘Come on over and meet everybody. Let’s talk
Today is Monday, March 26, 2007, and it’s 19 minutes after about it.’
four in the afternoon. We are debating what is called in this
Well, talking about it means that it becomes not just the
House a miscellaneous bill. It’s Bill 11, called the Community premier’s issue. It becomes available to the people at home.
Services Statutes Amendments Act, 2007. For the benefit of What happened for those of us who live in the Kootenays?
people at home, what a miscellaneous bill does is it tends to
When the people at home heard about it, they said: ‘What a
amend previous statutes to upgrade them or make them better.
wacko idea. We don’t want a town in Jumbo Creek. We’ve
You make a law, just like making a house. You make your already got ski resorts all around, and we like those ski resorts.
house, and a couple years later you’re living in the house. You Our kids and our neighbours work at those ski resorts, and we
find out that the plumbing doesn’t work just the way you want it, don’t want to compete with them and put them out of business.
or the electrical system, or you want to change the lights, so you Besides, there is a bunch of grizzly bears up there. You’re going
upgrade your home. The same thing happens with legislation. to put a whole town where there’s a grizzly population. What’s
We make laws. Then when we put them into effect, we find out going to happen? We don’t think that’s a good idea. Besides, it’s
there are flaws in the laws, so we fix them with a miscellaneous right next to the Purcell Wilderness Conservancy. That’s the
bill.
largest un-roaded part of the province where we live.’
Historically, miscellaneous bills are often voted for by
It’s right on the east side of the Purcell. People on the west
everybody in the House—both the government side and the side are going: ‘Wait a second. You’re going to put this huge
opposition—because they’re just fixing up legislation. Everybody resort, this big vacuum cleaner that sucks so that everybody from
agrees that it’s good to make your legislation better, just like your Calgary drives over on Saturday to visit their condo, on top of the
home.
glacier above the conservancy?’ Then the developer said: ‘Yeah,
In this case, Bill 11 is 25 pages of, essentially, corrections to not only that, we’d like to put a road down the west side of the
the community services statutes—quite a few statutes—on issues mountains, down into Nelson and Kaslo, and that’s good for
like hotel tax and the like. I, and others to whom I have spoken, business. Everybody will drive down there, and they’ll eat in your
tend to support those miscellaneous statutes. What is restaurant in Nelson.
traditionally not done and what is seen as poor form is to actually
The business community said: ‘Great.’ And the people of
create public policy in a miscellaneous bill. In a miscellaneous Nelson said: ‘Whoa. We don’t want a road coming down through
bill you don’t usually put points of public policy because it or next to the Purcell Conservancy.’ Then the developer said:
receives almost no oversight.
‘Besides that, it will be good for making jobs, because you guys
Public policy needs the exposure of the province, the people like to build dams. We’ll run a power line up to Jumbo—this new
at home. They need to be able to see what’s going on. Are those town—from the west side.’ The people said: ‘Whoa. We don’t
guys changing how we live? Are they changing the control of the want a power line going up Glacier Creek from the west side to
land base? Are they changing my taxes? Are they changing who the Jumbo.’
has power? People need to see public policy.
So, you had this strange thing going on when Mike Harcourt
was
the premier where some of the people here wanted to build
Burying Public Policy
a
town,
and the people at home said, ‘No.’ So it got slowed down
What’s going on here on this Monday in the Legislature—
Monday, March 26—is that we’re debating an arcane and and debated and put on hold, and Mike Harcourt went off to go
somewhat hidden, very large issue of public policy that was get a different job. Glen Clark came to be the premier, and then
buried in the middle of a miscellaneous bill last Thursday the developers came over, flew over in the helijet, went and sat in
afternoon. The member for Columbia River-Revelstoke is the big office and said: ‘Mr Premier, we can make a whole bunch
reading, as a good MLA would, the legislation: ‘I would submit, of jobs. Let’s put a town in a glacier.’
Glen Clark said: ‘That’s a pretty good idea. I’m Glen Clark,
Hon Speaker, that you know and everybody here knows that bills
and
I’m for jobs.’ The people at home said: ‘Wait a minute. We
come before us with such speed and rapidity that most of the
members of the Legislature don’t actually read them word for don’t want a ski resort on top of a glacier in Jumbo Creek.’ So
once again we had somebody sitting in the big chair trying to
word.’
I think it’s true that historically, year after year, on both sides drive a project opposed by thousands and thousands of people at
of the House, the workload is such that you tend to think: ‘Well, home, and the project, instead of driving forward, started to be
if it’s not public policy, let the research department tell me if slow-walked. It went to environmental assessment.
Then when the developer saw that the government of the
there’s something wrong with it. The member for Columbia
River-Revelstoke, unnaturally, doing his job, discovers that in day—which I was part of—wasn’t going to advance his project
the middle of a miscellaneous bill—not at the beginning, not with and put a town on a glacier and build a road and all that kind of
the title, but in the middle—are sections 14, 15 and 16 that do stuff, he said: ‘Whoa. Let’s slow-walk the project. Let’s keep it in
something which is unclear. He thinks that the something has the environmental assessment process until we see if we can get
a third premier.’ (Actually, there was Ujjal Dosanjh in between.
something to do with Jumbo Resort.
Hon Speaker, you’ve been here quite awhile. I’ve been here He was here for such a short time, I don’t even think he had an
quite awhile, which bears no comment about our age, but we’ve opinion on the project.)
So: ‘We’ll wait. We’ll slow it down until we see if we can get a
been lucky to work here for a long time. For the entire time that
fourth
premier to comment on the Jumbo idea, to see if he can
we’ve worked here, ever since 1991, there has been an issue of
get
it
past
those folks at home, those people in the gallery, those
public policy about whether or not to build a resort on top of a
glacier in the Hon Member for Columbia River-Revelstoke’s people who don’t work here but don’t want the project."
But the project was slowed down by the developer to the place
constituency.
where
the environmental community was banging on my door
Historically, that subject, like others, has tended to be seen
saying:
‘Hurry it up.’ Imagine that—environmentalists saying to
differently by the people who work here and the people who are
at home. The people who work here work in a gorgeous marble hurry up a development proposal on top of a glacier where
building, a heritage building on an island, and the people who grizzly bears live. Why did the environmental community want
come to see us in this gorgeous building tend to be those who can to hurry it up? Because they thought it would never survive.
The developer wanted to slow it down in order to get a fourth
afford to get here. They tend to be kind of the lobbyists, the
premier
who might find a way to build it. Doesn’t matter what
developers, the institutional organizations and individuals who
kind
of
government
you have, if they sit in this building and are
have something that they want from government.
The broad public don’t tend to come here. Sometimes they susceptible to the pressure of money, of corporations, of
bring their kids to show them government, but they don’t tend to developers and lobbyists, they are for it. If they are at home, they
come here. Since 1991 the people who want to put a resort, are universally against it.
Then the present premier said, just prior to the election of
essentially a town, on a glacier in Jumbo Creek have been
2005: ‘I’ve got a solution. We’ll let the local people decide.’ What
coming here. They have tended to convince premiers.
What’s a premier’s job? A premier’s job is to lead, to create a good idea, what a darn … we’ve been arguing for local control
development and jobs and to try and create growth. It doesn’t in the rural areas for probably a hundred years in British
CORKY EVANS SPEAKS ON LOCAL CONTROL, please turn to page 8
matter if they’re New Democrats, Liberals or Social Creditors. It
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Saturna Notes ~ Priscilla Ewbank
uring my two weeks away in Cuba,
spring has really arrived. When I left on
March 25 the magical green shift had
not yet occurred, despite the courage of the
daffodils!
Two weeks of Cuban weather was a splendid
shake-up, wake-up from the torpor of rain, rain
rain. For three nights, I carried around a light
fleece as I walked around Havana, being part of
the scene. After my core temperature had
reached that of the Cuban populace, I sported
Cuban-style light attire. Nobody talks about the
weather in Cuba unless a hurricane is coming
and then, I am assured, the stick-in-the-anthill
response is immediate.
I have heard of Cuba and Fidel Castro and
Che Guevara all my life. I was in high school
during the Bay of Pigs incident and scared out
of my young wits as the news was reported.
Recent news of Castro being ill and being
reminded that he is 80-years-old this year, it
was time to visit. I was travelling with Ron
Pither, dedicated Mayne Island organic farmer
who loves Cuba and has been visiting regularly
for ten years—enhancing agricultural ties
between Canada and Cuba.
Cuba, at the latitude of the Tropic of Cancer,
is about one third bigger than Vancouver Island
and has a population of 11 million people. Cuba
is rich in soil and rich in diversity of landforms.
The surrounding oceans and seas are
gorgeously warm and seem to have no tides.
Everyone is educated to Grade 9 level—and
has been for years. Cuba is among the top three
countries in the world for literacy rates. This
education creates an immense contrast to
Mexico, where I have lived and travelled for
years. Poverty is present in Cuba, but I did not
see destitution.
Ron and my knowledge of Spanish allowed
me into the lives of many Cubans. The people
are a huge delight and made my trip completely
successful. Cubans love Canada and are clear
about this fact. They all know that Canada and
Mexico have always retained relations with
Cuba, despite whatever hissy-fits the United
States has thrown, and we are appreciated.
The most startling insight from my trip was
seeing agriculture being lived. I asked an
accomplished musician who is also a hardworking passionate agronomist, ‘How do you
reconcile these two powerful aspects of your
life?’ Readily, he had the answer ‘I am devoted
to maintaining the ‘culture’ in agriculture.’
Agriculture in contrast to industrial farming or
state-run farming is a complete life. People in
the country do truly work together, make music
together, hold agricultural fairs, and live lives
that are full.
Cuba is now having cycles of more intense
dry weather seasons and more intense and
frequent hurricanes. Farmers save their own
seeds and experiment with varieties as a natural
feature of being agriculturists. Andres, a farmer
with more than two hundred varieties of beans
at his disposal, is planting with this new
weather phenomenon in mind.
My lifetime has coincided with the cultural
shift from agrarian to urban. In Cuba, this shift
is occurring right now as Cuba begins to buy
cheaper imported food and shifts from
depending on its agrarian population to world
markets. As the new era progresses and people
do not buy from the land and the farmers
cannot make a living by selling to others, their
economic option is to move to the city and this
intricate rich web starts to fall apart. Remember
the term ‘death of the family farm’?
This economic change is the result of human
decisions. For me, Cuba presented a huge, lively
montage of living political choices that are
parallel yet different from Canada’s—in health,
education, distribution of wealth, racism,
support of the arts, capitalism, socialism and
tourism. The state, of which Fidel Castro is the
true and also iconic leader, seems to invest in
human capital—dignity, education, health, self
respect, arts and culture. People are vibrant and
full of opinions and dignity. They are used to
pulling together with Fidel Castro and the
official rhetoric, which they for the most part
support, at the same time participating
vigorously in a second economy and desiring
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change. Every Cuban will describe some
governmental idiocy that they want changed
and will point with pride to social
accomplishments. To accomplish this every
Cuban works hard for a small amount of
disposable income. For some Cubans, this way
of life was not what they wanted and they left as
they could. Cubans have little to buy and little
loose cash to buy it with. But for me, the country
is very rich in every aspect.
Cubans wonder about their future without
Fidel Castro, as does the rest of the world.
Change they are familiar with, and used to
successfully working through it. They have
demonstrated this throughout the overthrow of
the Latin-American ‘banana republic’ economic
system, dealing with the deep economic costs of
the rapid departure of Soviet support in 1991,
the continuing American embargo, and the
huge hurricane that hit Havana last year. Fidel
is as much the representative of the
government of Cuba as he is an irrepressible
Cubano and there is a nation of these to deal
with the coming changes in ways that we
Canadians will find inspiring.

Home, Easter Egg Hunt &
Bake Sale
Back to my life as a fleece-clad Gulf Islander,
eating the last of our apples with breakfast as
opposed to a plate of guava, pineapple, mango,
watermelon and papaya!
This year as for many previous years, the
families and community of Winter Cove,
especially John McBride and Val Embree,
welcomed Easter Sunday with a Easter Egg
Hunt for the young and young at heart. Instead
of sprouting mushrooms the park lawn briefly
sprouted chocolate as eggs, rabbits and children
got together. A rousing game of soccer followed
the excitement of the hunt! Thanks to all who
shared and came together.
The Saturna Women’s Club and the Parents
Group organized the Easter Bake Sale on
Saturday morning. The alliance between the
Women’s Club and the Parents group is such a
natural for this event. We have the dynamic
parents, kids in tow, and the wonderful women
who have raised their families, most with
grandkids at their heels, creating a much loved
community event!
One new-to-the-community parent was
heard saying that she would never work at the
pie table! She had never seen anything like the
flying wedge of Islanders and Islanders’
families that streaked over to the baked goods
table as soon as the Community Hall door
opened at 11 am! ‘Forty pies, twenty minutes—
gone!’ she recounted in awe.
The cakewalk was its usual hilarious
entertainment as desire, sugar and suspense
intermingled! The wonderful raffle prizes of
goods and services filtered out into the
community, greatly appreciated.
The Saturna Lions held a Prawn Fest and
dance on Saturday night at the Rec Centre. The
event sold out and was enjoyed by many people.
All proceeds go towards supporting local Lions
activities.

Canada’s longest railway trestle will be
replaced by foot bridge
anada’s longest wooden trestle, the
‘We’re completing a vital link in a trail that
historic 38-metre-high Kinsol railway will stretch from Victoria to Lake Cowichan and
trestle, will be replaced by a new beyond,’ commented Premier Campbell. ‘It’s
structure that is safe for pedestrians and cyclists been more than a quarter century since trains
to enjoy, as a result of receiving more than $1.6 have used this track.’
m i l l i o n
Assessments
KINSOL TRESTLE IN ITS GLORY DAYS.
through
have concluded that
p r o v i n c i a l Photo: Elwood White
the Kinsol Trestle
LocalMotion
has fallen into such a
funding.
state of disrepair
The new
that it presents a
w o o d e n
liability risk to the
structure will
public and the
reflect
the
environment. The
heritage of the
federal Ministry of
original
Transportation has
K i n s o l
already earmarked
Trestle.
$1.5 million to
‘We’ve been
dismantling
the
looking
at
original trestle, the
getting this project on track for a number of first step toward building the new structure.
years’ said Jack Peake, chair of the Cowichan Outdoor & FitnessPrograms
Valley Regional District, ‘the trestle is a key The Kinsol trestle is one of 27 LocalMotion
element in our regional trail system and this projects announced to date. The program will
provincial funding will help with the rebuilding
KINSOL TRESTLE, please turn to page 9
of the trestle for the enjoyment and use of locals
and visitors alike.’

C

Ferries Gift Certificates
BC Ferries donated $1,000 of gift certificates to
Saturna Women’s Club to be given out where
needed in our community. The Women’s Club
decided to offer them for First Responders
taking courses in Victoria to give to their
billeting hosts. Saturna Community is deeply
grateful to these young Islanders who are taking
the time and effort out of their busy working
lives to learn skills that are an asset to the
community. We hope that they understand
how valued and appreciated they are.

Health Committee News
Al Stonehouse, Saturna’s music impresario, is
offering a dance evening at the Rec Centre
‘Come Dance the Night Away’ on Saturday,
April 28 from 7pm–1am. There will be a cash
bar and snacks. Admission is by donation to the
proposed new ambulance station at the Rec
Centre site. The health committee in
conjunction with health personnel on the
Island are planning a 24ft x 24ft building to
SATURNA, please turn to page 11

NANAIMO

More daily flights home from the Mainland
• Eight scheduled flights daily
• Newest and fastest Seaplane fleet in Canada
• Departure from Seair Terminal at
Vancouver Int’l Airport
• Free Parking and Free shuttle to Main Terminal
• Frequent flyer discounts
• Charter flights available to other destinations

(Departure Bay)

For scheduled flight info call
VANCOUVER
INT’L AIRPORT

1-800-447-3247
or visit our website at
seairseaplanes.com
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Commentary by Patrick Brown

Ferries on Autopilot –I
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SALISH SEA’S ONLY FREE &
MAIL DELIVERY NEWSPAPER

11,000 copies delivered to
Gulf Islands’ households

5,500 copies on the Ferry Routes,
in Sidney, Victoria & north of the
Malahat to Nanaimo
www.islandtides.com
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Native art exhibit in
Victoria
The Dundas Collection of Pacific Northwest First Nations art will
be on display at the Royal BC Museum, April 27–July 4. The 36
artifacts to be exhibited on behalf of nine owners are the most
significant and spectacular items from the Dundas Collection,
and include two wooden face masks, two rare clubs made of
carved antler, and a clan hat. The collection, acquired by Rev
Robert James Dundas in 1863, in Old Metlakatla, near presentday Prince Rupert, was auctioned by Sotheby’s in New York last
October.
‘We are thrilled to have the opportunity to take a leadership
role in returning this historic collection to Canada,’ says James
Easton, who represents the owner of the largest group of
artifacts. Representatives from Royal BC Museum and Museum
of Northern BC have worked closely with chiefs and elders of the
Allied Tsimshian Tribes of Lax Kw' Alaams and Metlakatla to
develop the exhibition.
‘We are honoured to be hosts and assist with the tour,’ says
Royal BC Museum CEO Pauline Rafferty. ‘This is a superb and
significant collection of First Nations artifacts. The generosity of
the people who purchased these items in the name of preserving
Canadian history is astounding.
The tour opened in Prince George. ‘The hereditary chiefs
agreed that the travelling exhibit of this collection should begin
in Tsimshian territory, where these important cultural pieces
originated and where our children and elders would be the first
to see them,’ says spokesperson James Bryant. 

Saving the world
one investment
at a time

t is now over a year since the sinking of the ferry Queen of the
North. BC Ferry Services is saying the mishap was simply
‘human error.’ But wars, divorces, and shipwrecks aren’t that
clear-cut, as we all know.
We have now seen a preliminary finding by the
Transportation Safety Board (TSB) and a Divisional Inquiry
report from BC Ferries. We have also had the benefit of a wideranging review of safety at BC Ferries by former Provincial
Auditor George Morfitt (who, incidentally, remarked on how
long it took to publish safety reports). All these documents have
been reported in Island Tides—visit our archives
www.islandtides.com to view these articles.
Still to come are the results of an RCMP missing persons
investigation, possible disciplinary hearings for members of the
crew, and a Transportation Safety Board final report, which is
not expected to assign blame.
All this is taking time. In the meanwhile, before the other
reports are published, here is an analysis of all three reports and
other pertinent documents, with some interesting conclusions
and conjectures about this very disturbing accident.
We will have to begin at the beginning (again) so bear with us.

I

What Happened
The Queen of the North should have changed course opposite
Sainty Point at the south end of Grenville Channel, but this
course change was never made. Since the vessel was on
autopilot, it continued in a straight line until it ran into the north
coast of Gil Island, was holed, and drifted off and sank.
It was around midnight, dark and probably overcast, and it
may have been raining. At the beginning of the watch, there were
three crew on the bridge—two officers and a deck-hand. One
officer left the bridge before the course change was to have been
made. The deckhand, on duty as helmsperson and lookout,
reported that she did not know the ship’s position, and saw
nothing until the trees of Gil Island came into view. The third
crew member, the Officer of the Watch, was on the bridge
throughout. On legal advice he refused to testify at the BC Ferry
Services Inc inquiry.
The Canada Shipping Act requires three people on the bridge
when the vessel is being hand-steered, and two when the vessel

What Kind of Human Error?
BC Ferries’ management summarize its report as concluding
that the accident was due to ‘human error’. This conclusion
appears to have been justified on the basis of evidence that all the
ship’s machinery and equipment was operating properly (with
the possible exception of the ECD screen).
This conclusion leaves out a third factor in the piloting
equation: the command and control procedures under which the
bridge crew worked. These procedures are clearly BC Ferries’
responsibility, and should have been in written manuals (which
have, interestingly, not been referred to in the reports). They
would have included:
1. Where on the voyage, and under what conditions, it was
safe to use the autopilot, and where the vessel should be hand
steered.
2. When the autopilot course was to be changed, who was
responsible for making the change, who was responsible for
confirming that the change had been made, and how it should be
confirmed that the vessel was properly settled on the new course.
QUEEN OF THE NORTH, please turn to page 10

Readers’ Letters
Galiano LTC Meeting
Dear Editor:
I was one of the Galiano residents who attended the Islands
Trust Council meeting on Gabriola on which you reported last
issue. Most of the Galiano delegations urged a full review of the
Official Community Plan, as did the people who wrote hundreds
of letters to the council.
A few days later, I attended the Galiano Local Trust
Committee meeting. At this meeting, I was dismayed when
Galiano Trustee Michael Sharp responded to questions from the
floor that he had never considered a full review and would not do
so no matter what input he received from the community. His
response made us feel like fools for even trying to make our views
known.
The meeting then proceeded to a bizarre session in which
Trustees Sharp and Smith sparred with one another over each
other’s plans for opening 42% of the Island to residential use.
Has the Trust mandate come down to this—planning by these
two ‘deciders’? The confused ad hoc exchange between our
trustees that I and others witnessed underscores the need for
careful planning of such an important land use issue.
How can the Island’s future be determined by two men
arguing over how to convey a benefit to a few and a liability to the
common interest? The Trust mandate is to ‘preserve and
protect.’ I still have faith in that mandate, even as I despair at the
process we on Galiano have had thrust upon us.
Robin Ridington, Galiano

Not F1 Owners
Dear Editor:
I am writing in response to the article ‘Talking to the Trust’ in the
April 5th edition of Island Tides.
Neither, Walter Forstbauer, Sandy Martin nor myself have ‘an
F1 lot’ nor did we talk about the desire to live legally on our
properties. We are all fortunate enough to be able to live on our
land. We made the effort to travel to Gabriola to represent the
‘silent majority’ and to support the elected trustees on the
difficult road ahead.
Barbara Geary, Galiano Island
Ed’s Note: My sincere apologies for the error of fact in the
article. Sandy Martin has never been an F1 owner and Barbara
Geary rezoned from F1 to Agriculture and Walter Forstbauer
rezoned from F1 to F3. Once again, my apologies for any
confusion or embarrassment this may have caused.

TILMA—the Sunset Clause on
Canada’s Sovereignty?
For more than 20 years, the Pinch Group has
combined a passion for social & environmental issues
with the best practices of conventional investing.

is on autopilot. Regulations are silent on how many are required
when a course change is made while on autopilot, referring only
to ‘the ordinary practice of seamen’. However this might be
interpreted, it clearly includes keeping a proper lookout, and
confirming the position and speed of the vessel by as many
means as possible.
In addition to the autopilot, the bridge was equipped with two
radar sets (which would show the position of the ship in
reference to nearby Islands and other vessels) and an Electronic
Chart Display (ECD) which would show the position of the ship
determined from the satellite-based Global Positioning System
(GPS), superimposed on a chart of the area.
The ECD computer successfully recorded the ship’s position
until the moment of sinking, but there is some question whether
the screen was turned on. The BC Ferries report does not settle
this vital question, saying only that the location of the ship ‘was
available’ to the bridge crew. The report notes separately that
some deck officers had found the display so bright it interfered
with night vision.

Dear Editor:
If you are an investor, you better be a big one—and who is bigger

than the collective powers of citizen voters?
When governments pass legislation that gives investors
opportunities to sue taxpayers because we want regulations to
protect our own water, land, and bylaws, there is a problem!
Sun Belt Water Inc is suing Canada under NAFTA for $10.5
billion because they want BC water. TILMA opens the door for
selling water rights. Alcan/BC Hydro defeated Kitimat’s desires,
thanks to BC government interference in their dispute.
In 2014 BC Hydro, under TILMA, will not consider BC
residents as preferred customers. By then, perhaps we won’t
even own BC Hydro!
You are not safe—you are losing your rights to sovereignty.
Vote carefully or get very, very thirsty.
Sharon Lawrence, Central Saanich

The Sad Case of Briony Penn
Dear Editor:
As a long-time Green activist, I’m dismayed Briony Penn will run
for the Liberals in the next federal election. Dismayed, but not
surprised. I’ve seen it before. Tom Manley, deputy leader of the
federal Green party in 2004, ran for the Liberals in the 2006
election. He placed a distant second.
Why did Ms Penn leap? She’s distinguished herself as an
academic, activist and journalist, tirelessly promoting the
environment. She had been invited several times to run for the
Greens. Reports of her defection noted she had been courted by
the NDP as well.
Surely Ms Penn was offended by the gap between Liberal
environmental rhetoric and the enormous increase of CO2
emissions, such that we’re 30% above our 2012 Kyoto target and
the task of cleaning up Canada’s climate crisis is left to reluctant
Conservatives. Under the Liberals, car manufacturers promised
improved fleet emission standards but did nothing. Oil
production from the Alberta tar sands soared during Liberal
rule. Liberals opposed full labelling on food packaging,
promoted genetically-modified agriculture, and diabetes, obesity
and asthma rates exploded during the Liberal reign. Paul Martin
pushed continental integration with paranoid, warring America.
Wasn’t Liberal governance antithetical to the values Ms Penn
stands for?
Why would a principled person join the party that fostered
the problems she opposes? Understanding this lurch to the
Liberals lies in Ms Penn’s comments she had been ‘hanging
around waiting for proportional representation for a long time’
and that ‘we can’t just sit around and wait for ... electoral reform.’
Ms Penn’s other arguments ring hollow. She stated that ‘the
environmental movement was not ... engaged in the political
process.’ Yet Adriane Carr and Elizabeth May emerged from that
LETTERS, please turn to next page

JAKOBSEN

The result: portfolios that you can feel good about
owning while still sleeping well at night!

ASSOCIATES
C ustom designs for Homes,
Renovations, Interiors,
and Vacation Homes

(250) 405-2468 (Victoria) or 1-877-405-2400

Learn more about socially responsible investing at:

www.pinchgroup.ca

K e it h Ja k o b se n
604.261.5619

www.jakobsenassociates.com
jakobsenk@netrover.com

‘What’s On?’

Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE • $31.80 • With image $37.10 (max 50 words)
MULTI-VENUE • $42.40! • With image $47.70 (max 70 words)

Now till Sunday, Apr 22

Saturday & Sunday, April 28 & 29

Salt Spring Painters’ Guild Spring Show &
Sale–invites you to enjoy original paintings,
drawings and sculpture • Artspring, 100 Jackson
Avenue, Ganges • Daily: 10am–5pm • Info:
www.sspaintersguild.com • ON SALT SPRING
ISLAND

Oceanside Garden Show—learn, shop & grow with us! Two
fabulous days all about gardening; visit indoor & outdoor booths
featuring seeds to trees, flowers & food, garden experts,
landscapers, furniture, art and more; daily workshops • Coombs
Fairgrounds, Ford Road • 10am–4pm • Info or to book exhibit:
www.oceansidegardenshow.com, Debbie Schug 250-954-7434 •
IN COOMBS

Thurs, April 19, 26 & May 3
Pender Film Group Screenings—THURS APRIL 19: Who
Killed The Electric Car (2006) with animated short film The
Danish Poet (Canada); THURS APRIL 26: The Lives of Others
(2006, rated R, German); THURS MAY 3: Wilby Wonderful
(2004), a day-in-the-life dark comedy • Community Hall •
7:30pm • Admission by donation • Info: www.penderislands.org,
click ‘events’ • ON PENDER ISLAND

Friday and Saturday, May 4 & 5
Ali and Ali and the Axes of Evil—
neworldtheatre presents a satirical
assault for all stripes featuring Marcus
Youssef and Camyar Chai • GALIANO:
May 4, South End Hall, 8pm; PENDER:
May 5, Community Hall, 8pm • Tickets
at the door, sliding scale $10–$20 •
Info: www.neworldtheatre.com, 604602–0007
• ON GALIANO &

Saturday, April 21
‘Live Music’—born in Argentina, raised in the Canadian North,
Indio Saravanja is ‘smokey
voiced, poignant and poetic’, ‘a
keen observer with finely tuned
literary sensibilities’—Toronto
Star; presented by Mayne Island
Folk Club • Agricultural Hall •
7pm • Tickets: Adults $10, Teens
$5 • Info: 250-539-9995,
www.indiosaravanja.com ON
MAYNE ISLAND

Saturday, April 21
Earth Day 2007 Beach and Harbour Cleanup—help clean
up various beaches & bring back items to the ‘drop zone’ at the
community hall; prizes, earth day display, entertainment • Meet
at Pender School, 10am • Clean-up 10am-noon; lunch noon-2pm
at the Community Hall • Info: Michelle 250-629-8377 • ON
PENDER ISLAND

Sat, April 21 till Sat, May 12
Visions of Galiano–a photographic exhibition by Lony
Rockafella • Insight Art Gallery,
157 Georgeson Bay Road •
Reception Saturday, April 21, 47pm, open Sunday 22, then open
Thursdays,
Fridays
and
Saturdays, 11:30am–4:30pm •
Info: insightart@telus.net, 250539-5080 • ON GALIANO
ISLAND

FERRY FARES from page 1
(Fare caps represent the average fares to be paid by ferry
users within the various route groups that make up the ferry
operation. BCFS is not allowed to charge fares that would take
the average above the caps; if this does happen, they must lower
fares for a period to return to the acceptable level. But specific
fare increases may exceed the increases in the caps, as many
Powell River residents have noted.)
The Commission process requires that, by March 31 of the year
prior to the renewal on the contract, he make an estimate of the
fare caps that would result from estimated costs of operation of the
ferries for the next four-year Performance Term. In doing this, he
is required to assume that there would be no future increase in the
‘Service Fee’ to be paid by the provincial government under the
contract, currently nearly $100 million/year.
There are two exceptions to this. First, the provincial
government has agreed to contribute a one-time additional $5
million to the accumulated deferred fuel costs (currently, this is
a sum of about $26 million representing fuel costs over and
above those recovered from the fare increases).
Secondly, the provincial government counts into the ‘Service
Fee’ reimbursements to BCFS for the weekday free passenger
fares for BC Seniors, for medical trip costs, and contributions to
student and disabled fare discounts. These amounts, naturally,
rise every year with fare increases.
The federal government also contributes a subsidy towards
the provision of ferry services on the west coast of Canada, some
$24 million; this subsidy rises every year by the increase in the
cost of living (the provincial government Service Fee does not).

Calculating The Numbers

PENDER ISLANDS

Fri, Sat & Sun, May 4, 5 & 6
Two Dances and A Reading—on Friday and Saturday
‘Repeating Distance,’ a dance about
walking in cities we love and how it
changes us; on Sunday Michael
Ondaatje will read from his new
book Divisadero • Dances on
Newcastle Island; Reading at
Malaspina University Theatre •
7:30pm • Tickets: Dance $20,
Ondaatje $15 • Info: www.crimsoncoastdance.org, 250-716-3230
• IN NANAIMO

Thurs, Fri, Sat & Sun, May 10 to 13
Alma de España Familia Flamenca—A dynamic show
including dance, two flamenco guitars, violin and bass • GALIANO:
May 10, South End Hall, $18 @
Galiano Books, Corner Store; MAYNE:
May 11, Agricultural Hall, $18 @ Tree
Frog Gallery, Wild Fennel Food &
Wine; PENDER: May 12, Community
Hall, $18 @ Talisman Books,
Southridge; SALT SPRING: May 13
(Mothers Day), Artspring, $18 @
Artspring Box Office (250-537-2102) •
All Shows: 7:30pm, doors 7pm, tickets
at door $20 • Info: almadeespana.com, 250-516-1210 • ON
GALIANO, MAYNE, PENDER & SALT SPRING ISLANDS

second Performance Term at 5.4% for major routes and 3.6% for
other routes, to take effect on April 1, 2008. (It should be noted
that these percentages are applied to the fare caps following the
coming November, 2007 increases of 2.8% on major routes, and
4.4% on other routes. The current levels of fuel surcharges are
also to be added into the fare caps prior to calculation of the April
1, 2008 increases.)
Following this, the increases that would occur on April 1,
2009, 2010, and 2011 would be based on the increases in the
Consumer Price Index. The formulas announced by the
Commission are:
• for major routes, 2.0% + .5 x CPI (for a CPI of 2%, the total
would be 3.0%; for a CPI of 4%, the total would be 4.0%)
• for other routes, 5.2% + .73 x CPI (for a CPI of 2%, the total
would be 6.66%; for a CPI of 4%, the total would be 8.12%)
The method by which these formulae have been calculated
has not yet been made available by the Commissioner, despite
promises made on his website. It should also be noted that the
CPI used includes the price of fuel, so part of any anticipated fuel
price increase is in effect ‘built in’ to these fare increases.
According to the Commissioner, the distribution between
routes of the service fee and the federal subsidy will also be
recalculated in order to ensure that future fare increase
percentages are consistent throughout the ‘other’ routes. Until
the Commissioner publishes his calculations, it is a mystery how
this will be done.

Setting the Service Fee
Following the publication of the ‘preliminary’ fare caps, the
provincial government has three months to decide whether it
wishes to increase the ‘Service Fee’. Over the last four years, the
FERRY FARES, please turn to page 9

The Commissioner has set the ‘preliminary’ fare increases for the
LETTERS from page 4
movement (to lead Green parties), as have numerous Green and
some NDP candidates. Ms Penn said that Stéphane Dion wants
more women in politics. The NDP’s record of doing just that is
much better. When asked by Victoria’s Monday Magazine if it
was inevitable she run, she responded, ‘...if people ask me to
help, I invariably say yes.’ And those invitations from the NDP
and the Greens to promote their political agendas?
No, Ms Penn’s analysis is that power resides with the Tories
and Grits. She sees no hope for proportional representation.
Liberals needn’t promote electoral reform if those desperate to
address Canada’s problems are seduced by the promise of power
offered by the big parties. If Ms Penn loses to incumbent Gary
Lunn, the Liberals will still drape themselves in a green mantle,
thanks to the Manleys and Penns. Liberals have no intention of

promoting proportional representation, having bet on electoral
reform fatigue to maintain concentration of power in the two big
parties. Regrettably, this calculation also exists provincially, with
NDP Premier Glen Clark famously declaring, ‘Proportional
representation is for losers,’ after the 1995 squeaker that
returned the NDP to power with less popular vote than Gordon
Campbell’s Liberals.
But imagine for a moment subsequent Throne Speeches had
the 12.4% the Green party won in 2001 been translated
proportionally into ten MLAs in the Legislature. Would we have
waited until 2007 for a Throne Speech that recognized our era’s
defining crisis? Not, perhaps, if Briony Penn had been one of
those ten.
Hendrik de Pagter, Victoria 

1184 SUMMIT AVE, VICTORIA

ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE, SHAKE & SHINGLE

250-381-2157

CELL 250-361-5028
FAX 250-383-2198

Serving the Gulf Islands for 21 Years

Littoral: Tales from the
Strait of Georgia ~ Trysh Ashby-Rolls
No Mill Bay Ferry Till May 10
Every four years the MV Mill Bay checks in for a major refit. This
year, for folks who ride the ferry between Mill Bay and
Brentwood Bay that means no service for one month starting
Tuesday, April 10. BC Ferries reports that to ensure the ship
continues to meet their high safety and reliability standards, the
work to be performed includes an inspection and servicing of all
lifesaving equipment; maintenance and inspection of the main
engine, steering gear, shaft and propeller; and steel replacement
as required. Service is expected to resume on Thursday, May 10.

New School For Crofton
When Crofton area students return to classes in fall 2008, it
won’t be to the ‘shack’ which they attend now. The new Crofton
Elementary School will boast a view of mountains and ocean
from every classroom. There will also be a library complete with
computer lab, a multi-purpose room and large gym. The 2-storey
building will have eight classrooms for its 200+ students. There
will also be an elevator and 16 parking spots with overflow
curbside parking.

Truth Stranger Than Fiction In
Parksville
‘If you’re going to break into someone’s house, don’t be driving
drunk from the scene,’ says Corporal Garry Cox with a smile in
his voice after Parksville police received a call from a witness on
Ascension Way. He’d observed a man, his face covered and
carrying a bag, climbing his neighbour’s fence on the afternoon
of March 30. Unfortunately for the burglar, the caller gave a
description of the getaway vehicle, a white 4-door Chrysler
Dynasty sedan.
Officers were just off to see what the chap was up to when a
second call came in to 9-1-1. This time it was a complaint about
a white 4-door Chrysler Dynasty with a drunk driver at the
wheel. Turned out the description of the first man and car fit the
description of the second man and car. Police charged a male of
no fixed address with theft, and break and enter. The allegedly
stolen items were recovered at the scene.
Incidentally, Corporal Cox normally facilitates workshops on
how to avoid crime. His message for B&E artists and drinking
was something new in his curriculum.

Artists Raise Voices
On April 16, dozens of Salish Sea writers, filmmakers,
playwrights, visual artists and performers, as well as Canadian
art-lovers, politicians and media, gathered at an ‘Awakening on
Parliament Hill’ to open Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s eyes
LITTORAL, Please turn to page 9

CHEF WANTED
Must be experienced on the line,
Above average wages plus gratuities.
• Email resume to:
vhickson@cablelan.net
• Or phone: 250-629-6668

HOPE BAY CAFE
Pender Island

WATERFRONT PROPERTY
For Sale on MAYNE ISLAND
• South facing
• Low-bank acre
• On protected Horton Bay
• Drilled well and septic
$475,000

Kathie Warning
Mayne-Pender
Toll free: 1-877-539-5227
warning@cablelan.net

GULF ISLAND WATER TREATMENT SOLUTIONS
Well Water • Rain Water • Surface Water

LANCE VAESEN ROOFING

STANDING SEAM METAL ROOFING
FO R WATER COLLECTION SYSTEMS
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INCOME

DIFFICULT TO PROVE?
ASSET RICH BUT CASH POOR?

My 30+ years of banking experience
can get you bank rates O.A.C.
VERICO SELECT MORTAGE
205-1497 Admirals Rd, Victoria

BRUCE MACLEOD
Mortgage Consultant

bruce.macleod@vericoselect.com
Bus: 250.483.1380
www.alexandermacleod.com
Cell: 250.514.7007
www.vericoselect.com
Toll-free: 1.877.262.7888

• BioSand Filters
• Reverse Osmosis
• Trojan Ultraviolet Systems
• Whole-House Filters
REMOVE:

Iron / Odour / Bacteria / Hardness / Arsenic
320 Mary Street, Victoria

(250) 383-4558

www.watertiger.net
A Division of Pro Star Mechanical Technologies Ltd
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Why wait? Build green now!
CANADIAN WOODEN DOMES
Our domes are ideal for healthy
homes, inspiring studios, yoga centres
and tourist or recreational lodges.
• Eco-friendly &
Energy Efficient
• Unique, versatile
& aesthetically
pleasing
• Earthquake &
Hurricane
Resistant
• Simple & Quick
to Erect
• Cost Effective

For information:1-877-982-3322

www.canadianwoodendomes.ca
VISIT A FINISHED LODGE AT:
WWW.DomeQuixote.COM

• Ties Like a boat
• Dock or buoy
• Launch in seconds
• Solar charging
• Remote-controlled

Preserve your boat’s brilliance
Blue Water Systems Ltd.
The Marine Construction Experts

604-583-9999

www.bws-marine.com

Photo: Helen Schnare

Gulf Islands School for the Performing Arts staged Ubu Roi, Alfred Jarry's 1896 parody of MacBeth, at
ArtSpring Theatre, April 11. 12 and 13.
The tight-knit group of high school students and their teachers posed, in character, above. FLOOR ROW (left
to right) Sophie (stage mgr); Jason Donaldson (theatre teacher); Sarah Penhale; Ayase Kay; Kim Schnare;
Pandora Morgan (in red boots); Kelsey Mech; Jennifer Walls; Bruce Smith (music teacher); BACK ROW (left to
right) Sonia Langer (dance teacher); Jordan Robinson; Ben Dunsmuir; Chloe Melious; Rosie Hamilton; Halley
Fulford (hand up); Ruby Black (purple suit- Ubu); Courtney Bolton; Justine Watkins; Ali Bates; Rowynn LloydButler; Hannah Everest; Daniel Hoy; Aaron Trory (with guitar); Dejan Loyola; Luke Giefing.

LITTORAL from page 5
to the cultural and economic contribution the arts make to
Canada. ‘Not only do the arts tell Canadians we are a sovereign
nation—they also boost the economy,’ noted Ron Brown, chair of
The Writers’ Union of Canada (TWUC), the national
organization that represents some 1,500 professional book
authors.
‘In 2002 the cultural industries contributed five billion
[dollars] more to our gross domestic product than oil and gas,
and $20 million more than forestry,’ he added. Yet the average
book writer in this country rarely makes more than $10,000 per
year and, like professional artists of all stripes, may depend on
the Canada Council for assistance.
Prime Minister Harper’s $11.8 million cut to cultural
programs abroad ends a 30-year tradition of the Canadian
government supporting its artists and writers with foreign
distribution of films and foreign publications of their work. Said
Susan Swan, the celebrated author and vice-chair of TWUC,
‘Younger writers are the ones who will suffer most.’

BC Book Week
What better way to welcome spring than to celebrate BC authors
and their work? BC Book Week takes place from April 21 to 28.
Readings by authors Rachel Wyatt and Christine Smart will
beheld in Ganges on Friday, April 27 at the Salt Spring
Bookstore. Wyatt will read from her book, The Magician’s
Beautiful Assistant, and Smart will read a poem from her
collection Decked and Dancing.
Pauline Holdstock, who hails from the UK and now lives in
Sidney, writes novels, short fiction, essays and book reviews.
Published in Canada, the US, the UK and Germany, she has won
many literary prizes and been a finalist for the prestigious Giller
Prize. Her non-fiction has appeared in national newspapers and
been broadcast on CBC Radio. She will join Garth Holden, Linda
Rogers and Andrew Struthers on April 25 for an evening of
readings hosted by Jo-Ann Roberts from CBC Radio’s ‘All Points
West.’ The event is called ‘Magazine Cabaret: Victoria.’
The finale of BC Book Week will doubtless be the Lieutenant
Governor’s BC Book Prize Gala at Government House on April
28 hosted by William (Bill) Deverell from North Pender Island.

commercial projects, all individually created by the quarry’s
owner Andreas Kunert.
The quarry boasts a tumbler where the not-so-useful bits and
pieces that break off the huge rocks are thrown. Kunert puts to
good use every one of the smooth pebbles formed. Says the
sculptor, who lives in Ladysmith, ‘From before the age of the
gods, stone articulated the visions, aims, and passions of the
human race. Stone is a singular symbol of permanence.’
Kunert grew up in New England surrounded by stone walls,
pathways and buildings. As a young man he travelled the world
working as a mountain guide, photographer, graphic artist, stone
quarrier, sculptor and mason. Yet he is largely self-taught. He
just knows when he picks up a stone and brings it to a particular
spot that if the placing is wrong, it’s wrong. ‘Most days I pick up
what I feel is the right stone,’ he acknowledges.
When Kunert is hired to design and produce something, he
draws it first. However, he warns clients that the finished
product may not look anything like the drawing. Asked to make
a Zen garden for a hotel near Madeira Park, Kunert declined to
show the developers any pictures. He agreed to make a sacred
space but asked the ‘commercial builder types’ who thought him
‘airy-fairy’ to just trust in his creative intuition. 

Ladysmith Quarry Artisan:
Permanence in a Capricious World
High up in the mountains behind Lake Cowichan there is a
quarry. Out of the quarry comes rock that ends up in fireplaces,
retaining walls, patios and stone veneers in residential and small
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Galiano quilter, Susan Smith has been selected as a semifinalist in the 23rd Annual America Quilters Society Show and
Contest in Kentucky, April 25–28.
Shown above, ‘Bright Future,’ Smith’s entry, was chosen from
742 quilts and joins 412 others in the contest. (Vancouver Islands’
rotating annual quilt show ‘Material Magic’ will be in Nanaimo
this year, May 25-27 (see advertisement next edition).

OFF-THE-GRID GULF
ISLAND WATERFRONT
HOME FOR SALE
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Wise Island:
S/W exposure,
boat access only,
kayak friendly.
Eco-home, self
sufficient, healthy.
$475,000
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204-645 Fort St,
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Victoria,
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david@victorialaw.com
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250-478-2680

www.wiseisland.com
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Towards Excellence in Governance
________________________________________________________________
The Islands Trust Council has adopted a Strategic Plan to address the challenges of the 21st century as effectively as
possible. “Excellence in Governance” is one of our top strategic priorities and we established a Governance Task Force
to focus on this important task in the current term. At this point, the Task Force is seeking ways to improve political
representation in the Islands Trust Area. Any changes to the political structure of the Islands Trust would require
amendments to the provincial Islands Trust Act and only the provincial government can make such changes. The Ministry
of Community Services has agreed to consider our recommendations about improvements. It has shared in the costs of a
Governance Review to analyze the existing situation, identify concerns and suggest options. Before making any
recommendations to the Ministry, we want to hear the ideas of those who live and/or own property in the Islands Trust Area.
Please come and find out more and then let us know what you think about:
the size of Local Trust Committees;
the structure of the Islands Trust Council; and,
the coordination between the Islands Trust and regional districts (currently we are focusing just on coordination with
the Capital Regional District, but would like to know what you think about this topic throughout the Trust Area).

We’d like to hear from you
  

  

Come to a meeting
Fill out a survey
Send us a fax or an email

Check our web site or your library
Write us a letter
Or simply talk to us

Your trustees will host public meetings where our Chair, Kim Benson and Chief Administrative Officer, Linda Adams will
present information on the Governance Review and some of the options for change. This will be followed by a question
and answer period and an opportunity to provide your comments.
Island

Open House

Presentation

Date

Location

Salt Spring

1:00 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

Sunday, April 29

Gulf Islands Secondary School
Multi Purpose Room

Denman

7:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Tuesday, May 1

Denman Community Hall

Hornby

3:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

Wednesday, May 2

Hornby Community Hall

Lasqueti

1:00 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

Friday, May 4

Lasqueti Community Hall

Gabriola

1:00 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

Saturday, May 5

Gabriola Community Hall

Thetis

7:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Saturday, May 5

Forbes Hall

Mayne

3:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

Monday, May 7

Mayne Agricultural Hall

Galiano

7:00 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, May 9

North Community Hall

Gambier/Bowen

5:30 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

Thursday, May 10

Gleneagles Community Centre
6262 Marine Dr., West Vancouver

North/South Pender

1:00 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

Saturday, May 12

Anglican Parish Hall

Saturna

6:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

Monday, May 14

Saturna Community Hall

For a copy of the Governance Study, to complete a survey on some of the options, or to suggest your own options, please go to our
web site after April 30 at: www.islandstrust.bc.ca and click on Governance Consultation in the Highlights Box. Send us an e-mail at:
information@islandstrust.bc.ca Write us or visit our offices at:
700 North Road
Gabriola Island BC
Phone: 250.247.2063

#1 500 Lower Ganges
Salt Spring Island BC
Phone: 250.537.9144

#200 1627 Fort Street
Victoria BC
Phone: 250.405.5151 Fax: 250.405.5155

Deadline for input: May 21, 2007
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Columbia, and a premier said: ‘We’re going to let the local people
decide.’
What happened? The [Liberals] actually managed to elect a
member based on the premier’s promise. There’s a nice guy who
works here now. He was elected from Cranbrook, because the
premier said that we’re going to have local control, and the
people believed in that.
Prior to 2005 the regional district of East Kootenay was going
to be allowed to make that decision and everybody at home loved
that. If they hated the project or if they were for the project, it
didn’t matter. Nobody could oppose local control. That’s the
right way to decide to flood a valley or log a watershed or build a
town on a glacier.
That’s where we were up until last Thursday afternoon, when
this miscellaneous bill, these 25 pages, came in here.
Buried in the middle of the miscellaneous bill, it said: ‘Well,
maybe we won’t have local control.’ But it doesn’t say that as
clearly as that. It does not actually say, ‘This is the Jumbo Pass
amendment,’ because it’s not that honest.
And it doesn’t actually say, ‘We’re taking away local control,’
because it’s not that direct. In two pages out of 25, a lousy 200
words, without using any language that anybody on the outside
could possibly discern, it essentially says: ‘We, the government,
have the right to strip this decision.’
The Premier and the developer and the lovely people that
govern today discovered that the regional district of East
Kootenay would not vote for the project that they wanted to
build. Now they had a real problem. They had a promise for local
control on an issue which tens of thousands of people have
written in on.
When they were holding environmental hearings, they didn’t
want to come to Nelson. They just wanted to stay in the East
Kootenay, which is kind of reasonable. The project was in the

CORKY EVANS SPEAKS ON LOCAL CONTROL, from page 2
East Kootenay. The project was in Columbia River-Revelstoke,
and hundreds and hundreds of people were coming out in
Columbia River-Revelstoke.
Then they held a meeting in Nelson, and what happened? To
my surprise … I’m a little bit shielded from reality because I work
here in a bit of a fairyland. Reality in Nelson—the largest public
meeting in history on a single subject. People came out to say
universally: ‘We don’t want Jumbo.’
When it went to the regional district of East Kootenay,
everybody held their breath, and then the regional district of East
Kootenay blinked and said: ‘We’re not going to vote for this.’ So
the project has been in abeyance, as it should be, because local
control is the way to go.
Then last Thursday in a miscellaneous bill with 25 pages
amending such important issues as the Vancouver Charter,
energy systems, the hotel tax…. There are three sections—14, 15
and 16—200 words that essentially allow the government of the
day to remove the Jumbo decision from the people of the
Kootenay, from the regional district of East Kootenay and give it
to any municipality of their choice.
They could give it to Fort St John. They could give it to
Dawson Creek. They could give it to Abbotsford. Winlaw, where
I live, is not a municipality. They couldn’t give it to us, but they
could give it to Nelson. All they have to do is cruise the province,
find some town somewhere that is for Jumbo and say: Here. This
is an extension of your municipality.
It doesn’t even say that you’ve got to give Jumbo to the closest
municipality. It would never say that because the closest
municipality is likely to vote it down. It says that the premier can
pick any municipality he wants and attach Jumbo—just like
England used to do to Asia, just like England used to do to the
Caribbean. It’ll attach it as a colony to the town of the premier’s
choice, and if he can’t find a town, he gets to attach it to himself.

We’ve had four premiers that were all for this. New
Democrats, Liberals—they were all for this. But they couldn’t do
it because the local people were opposed. Now we’ve got a
premier sitting right over there and deciding it’s okay if he
decides in three hidden amendments to a 25-page miscellaneous
bill.
There are people over there who don’t believe me. I’m going
to stand here silently. I don’t have a watch. I’ll stand here silently,
if I can, for 30 seconds. Let one member of the provincial council
or the premier shout out that they do not intend and promise not
to use this legislation to make Jumbo Resort a done deal.
Hon Speaker, did you notice the silence? Folks at home, did
you notice the silence? You can’t see it, but nobody in this room
spoke up. Thirty seconds went by, and nobody spoke because
they’re honest people, and they don’t want to lie. Because they’re
Hon members, and they don’t want to lie. So nobody spoke up to
say … nobody….
(Interjections.)
C. Evans: I didn’t call them liars. I said they’re not liars, so
they didn’t. They’re honest people over there who didn’t speak
up for 30 seconds, when they could have shut me up and have
me sit down and make all of the people of the province happy.
They didn’t speak up. Why is that? Because that’s exactly what
they intend to do. That is exactly what they intend to do, Hon
Speaker. On a day when nobody’s watching, some fall when they
don’t even have a session, they intend to simply slip it through.
All of you folks at home: you can pound sand. You will have
absolutely no way of affecting the outcome of this decision once
this bill passes. Here’s the sad part. At present the voting ratio in
this room is about 40 to 30—40-some-odd to 30-some-odd. This
bill, in some form, is going to pass. I am here doing my job,
attempting to raise the public awareness of what is going on
here, but I cannot win the vote. I and all of the people of my team
will not win the vote.
You cannot look to the
opposition to stop this
premier from doing this thing
to Jumbo Resort. You can look
to us to raise the issue, but the
only way to stop it is for a huge
upheaval of you folks at home.
The people who are not in this
room are now empowered to
inform the government that
you understand what they’re
doing, the secret is over, and
you’re not going to let them do
it
It doesn’t matter if you’re
for or against the Jumbo
Resort. It doesn’t matter if
you’ve never heard of the
Jumbo Resort. Folks at
home—whether you live in
Vancouver, Dawson Creek or
Whistler; it doesn’t matter
where you live—if you want to
manage the land base that you
think
you
own,
your
patrimony, the land base that
you think you’re passing on to
your grandchildren, and not
have the Premier decide for
you or turn chunks of the
mountains
of
British
Columbia into colonies for the
well-being of developers, then
you’re going to have to speak
up, because I can’t stop it for
you.
You’re going to have to
bury this building in e-mails
over the next week, and
convince the Premier and all
those folks not that I’m right—
because, of course, he has his
own opinion of how correct I
might be—but that you care
about local control and that
you think, because you live out
on the land, that you or your
elected representatives in your
regional government ought to
have a say and that it’s not
okay if the big chair takes it
away.
It’s only a matter of days
since the member for
Columbia River-Revelstoke,
doing his job, discovered the
hidden clause in Bill 11.
Already, people out there have
been burying the Premier’s
office in e-mails.
We’ll talk. We will slow this
down as long as the rules
allow, but the present
administration has stripped us
of the historical opportunity of
filibuster. There is now a time
limit to everything we do here,
and we can’t stop it long
enough to stop this piece of
legislation. 

GOT EMPTY MILK
CONTAINERS?

FOR RECYCLING AT PARTICIPATING DEPOTS
ZERO DEPOSIT PAID = ZERO DEPOSIT REFUNDED
PLEASE BRING ‘EM IN CAPLESS, CLEANED AND CRUSHED

DEPOT LOCATIONS
SATURNA GENERAL STORE
101 Narvaez Bay Road
(250) 539-2936

encorp.ca
!EPI426_Saturna.indd 1

1-800-330-9767

3/28/07 12:04:12 PM

Local agencies looking for local food
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A group of Vancouver Island agencies and businesses are
collaborating on an Island-wide initiative that is designed to
mobilize the demand for local foods, and provide support to
farmers to increase production on Island farms.
Though there is a growing demand for local foods produced
by local farmers on Vancouver Island, it is estimated that less
than 10% of the food we eat is grown locally.
Research sponsored by the Islands Good Food Initiative
(IGFI) and funded by the BC Medical Services Foundation shows
that non-profits, community groups and public agencies are
leading the way in creating a demand for local food, as they
understand the health and community benefits of purchasing
locally. Hospitals, schools, and other facilities that serve food to
their clients are looking for fresh, healthy food that has not
travelled thousands of miles to reach their tables.
‘A dilemma that many agencies and individuals are facing is

that they would very much like to purchase food from local
farms, but often cannot access the food easily or in a form that
meets their needs in the kitchen,’ says Sandra Mark, IGFI project
manager. ‘We are working with farmers and with non-profit and
public agencies to try and solve these problems. We think that
public agencies can lead the way for the rest of us and be a model
of sustainability in our community.’
IGFI asks all non-profit and public agencies serving food as
part of their mandate to attend one of the meetings below, as an
opportunity to discuss how to increase the availability of local
foods and how agencies might work together.
Meetings: Nanaimo: Monday, April 23; Duncan: Tuesday,
April 24; Victoria: Wednesday, April 25; Chemainus (First
Nations): Thursday, April 26; Courtenay: Friday, April 27. For
information on locations and meeting times, call Darlene Gage,
research coordinator at 250-334-3795. 

NEW VESSELS from page 1
stationed in the Pacific region beginning in December 2010. The
new mid-shore patrol vessels will be used for fisheries
conservation and protection duties in the Pacific Region.
With regional and fleet headquarters in Vancouver and
Victoria, the Canadian Coast Guard’s Pacific Region is
responsible for more than 27,000 km of coastline, from British
Columbia to the Yukon Territory.
Its multi-tasked ships provide platforms for scientific
research, fisheries enforcement, and environmental response,
and they maintain some 2,000 navigational aids. The Coast
Guard also plays a support role in ensuring security along
Canada’s maritime borders.
Fact sheets on the Offshore Oceanographic Science Vessel,
Offshore Fishery Science Vessel, Mid-shore Patrol Vessel and
Air Cushion Vehicle are available at www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca. 

FERRY FARES from page 5

KINSOL TRESTLE from page 3
provide $40 million over the coming four years for capital
projects that provide alternative transportation options to
improve physical fitness and safety, reduce air pollution and
conserve energy. Applications continue to be accepted for the
cost-share program under which the Province is providing local
governments with up to 50% of the funding for approved
projects.
LocalMotion is one of four new Green Cities programs
announced at the 2006 Union of BC Municipalities annual
conference. These include the Towns for Tomorrow program,
providing infrastructure funding for BC’s smaller communities,
BC Spirit Squares, aimed at creating or enhancing outdoor public
celebration spaces and the Green City Awards to recognize local
governments that are leading the way in British Columbia,
providing for greener, healthier communities for their citizens. 
LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION
TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF
CROWN LAND

LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION
TO APPLY FOR A
DISPOSITION OF
CROWN LAND

Take notice that Angela
Johanna Rawlins of Galiano
Island B.C. intends to make
application to Integrated Land
Management Bureau (ILMB),
Ministry of Agriculture and
Lands, Coast Region office for
a
10-year
license
for
Residential-Private Moorage
situated on Provincial Crown
Land located in the vicinity of
Payne Bay (Philimore Point),
Galiano Island, B.C.

Take notice that Michael
Philpot of North Pender
Island B.C. intends to make
application to Integrated Land
Management Bureau (ILMB),
Ministry of Agriculture and
Lands, Coast Region office for
10-year
license
for
a
Residential-Private Moorage
situated on Provincial Crown
Land located in the vicinity of
Peter Cove, North Pender
Island, B.C.

The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is #1413902. Written
comments concerning this
application should be directed to
the Section Head, Integrated
Land Management Bureau at
142-2080
Labieux
Road,
Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6J9.
Comments will be received by
ILMB until May 18, 2007. ILMB
may not be able to consider
comments received after this
date. Please visit our website at
http://www.agf.gov.bc.ca/clad
/land_prog_services/programs.
html
under
the
link:
Applications & Reason for
Decision database for more
information.
Be advised that any response
to this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information, contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor at Integrated Land
Management Bureau’s regional
office.

The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is #1413903. Written
comments concerning this
application should be directed to
the Section Head, Integrated
Land Management Bureau at
142-2080
Labieux
Road,
Nanaimo, BC, V9T 6J9.
Comments will be received by
ILMB until May 25, 2007. ILMB
may not be able to consider
comments received after this
date. Please visit our website at
http://www.agf.gov.bc.ca/clad
/land_prog_services/programs.
html
under
the
link:
Applications & Reason for
Decision database for more
information.
Be advised that any response
to this advertisement will be
considered part of the public
record. For information, contact
the Freedom of Information
Advisor at Integrated Land
Management Bureau’s regional
office.

SPONSOR A "PAYPHONE LADY"
• Empower women in East Africa
to start their own micro-businesses
selling cell phone airtime to
the public.
• Your donation of C$97.72 sponsors
a woman with a mobile phone, a
Visit
sim card, airtime, promotional
www.globaltext.ca
materials and training on how to
run her phone business.
Tel: 1-250-592-5376
Toll Free: 1-866-592-3627 • Tax receipt available upon request.

WATERFRONT PROPERTY
FOR SALE ON VALDES ISLAND

government has been asked, on the occasion of each
‘extraordinary’ fuel surcharge increase, whether it wishes to
increase its service fee, and on each occasion it has declined. It
now has a three month period, until June 30, 2007, to make a
decision on whether to increase its fee (or change the level of
service it will pay for) for the four years of the next Performance
Term.
During this time, it is expected that the Minister of
Transportation may meet with Ferry Advisory Committees;
however, there is no provision for formal representation from
the communities, businesses, or individuals affected by higher
ferry fares; no provision for public hearings; no mechanism for
public feedback.

4.95
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ACRE LOTS

R ICHARD H ILL

A MEX B ROADWAY W EST R EALTY

604-948-0434

WWW.WESTCOASTLAND.NET

Ferry Riders Satisfied With Fares?
The Commissioner has recently remarked on the low level of
public comment on the fare increases, and fuel surcharges, that
have taken place over the past few years. The Commissioner has
also noted that there seems to be no substantial reduction in the
number of ferry travellers; there has not been any significant
increase either. This appears to have been taken as an indication
that ferry riders are satisfied with the current and projected fare
levels.
Of course, any increase in the Service Fee would have the effect
of reducing future fare levels. When the provincial government has
announced its decision, the Commissioner has three months to
calculate the resultant fare caps, to be announced at the end of
September, 2007. If the government does not increase its service
fee, the increases will not change significantly from the preliminary
levels that have recently been announced. 

$189,900
TO

WEATHERED

WOOD?
BRING IT BACK TO LIFE!

JEWELTREE WOOD CARE
PROFESSIONAL, ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY FINISH
AND RESTORATION FOR ALL YOUR WOOD;
SIDING, ROOFS, LOGS & TIMBER FRAMES, DECKS,
FENCES, WINDOWS, DOORS, ETC…

KEEP YOUR INVESTMENT BEAUTIFUL
250-210-1178

WWW.JEWELTREEWOODCARE.COM

Every move is a good move.
Making small, simple changes in your

ActNow BC to help families be more

lifestyle can improve your children’s

active. ActNow BC is a provincial

health. It’s easier than you think.

government program to encourage

Help your family get active and start

British Columbians to live healthier

making healthy lifestyle choices.

lives through increased physical

New resources are available through

activity and improved nutrition.

For tips on how to get your kids active, visit www.gov.bc.ca
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QUEEN OF THE NORTH from page 4

Easy to get into.
And out of.
4.00%
90 DAY

CONVERTIBLE
TERM DEPOSIT*

A premium rate and
convertible any time.

3. What navigational aids, on and off the
ship, were to be used to confirm the vessel’s
position, speed, and direction.
4. The proper procedure to change from
hand steering to autopilot, and back.
This last point was addressed by a posting in
the wheelhouse by the Senior Master and the
Master of the second crew of the Queen of the
North. The existence of these instructions may
have reflected a suspicion that some bridge
crew members were not familiar with the
procedure.
However, the BCFS report indicates that, in
some unspecified way, the procedure set out
was not used by the crew on duty the night of
the accident.
According to evidence given, the Officer of
the Watch gave the command to disengage the
autopilot and turn sharply to port just before
the vessel hit Gil Island. The helmsperson
stated she did not know how to do this,
probably confirming the Senior Master’s
apprehension.
It would be interesting to know whether
there have been other incidents in the fleet
which
have
required
unexpected
disengagement of the autopilot, and what has
been learned from them. No other accidents of
this type appear to have been reported, but
there appears to be no effective company
procedure for reporting ‘near misses.’

Appropriate Use of
Autopilot

4.00%

There is no evidence of any plan for the voyage
that indicates where it was appropriate to use
the autopilot. Apparently, it was to be left to the
judgement of the deck officers. Here it may be
relevant that, in Mr Morfitt’s opinion, there is a
poor understanding of ‘risk assessment’ at BC
Ferries. While few would argue with the use of
autopilot in the open sea, and it is possible that
the autopilot can do a better job of maintaining
a straight course than a human helmsperson,
we have been unable to identify any rules which
suggest the appropriateness of the use of an
autopilot within, say, a nautical mile of the land
ahead or to either side. The combination of
narrow channels, a pitch black night, a vessel
proceeding at full cruising speed, and just two
on the bridge (at least one of whom saw nothing
and did not comprehend the position of the
ship) may well have crossed the threshold of
safe autopilot operation.

1 YEAR

CASHABLE
TERM DEPOSIT*

A great rate and the freedom
to cash after 90 days.

4.00%
3 YEAR

CONVERTIBLE
TERM DEPOSIT*

Changing Course on
Autopilot

An outstanding rate
plus total flexibility.

With their outstanding security, term deposits can be tempting to get into.
But not so easy to get out of. That’s why, Island Savings is offering you
three great term deposits† that offer you security* and flexibility.
And when you invest with Island Savings, you’ll have the satisfaction
of knowing your money is working right here on the islands, making
this a better place – something we can all get into. So don’t miss
these great limited-time term deposits – come in and see why we say,
it’s good to be here.

The responsibility for changing the ship’s
course at Sainty Point clearly lies with the
Officer of the Watch. But the course was not
changed. The only person available to check
that the course change had been made was the
deckhand (also referred to as the helmsperson
or Quartermaster). In this case, she did not
know where the ship was, may not have been
aware that a course change was necessary, quite
possibly did not know how a course change was
to be carried out on the autopilot, and in any
event was hardly in a position to question the
actions of a more senior member of the crew.
Again, the voyage plan did not appear to
contemplate the risk to the vessel should it fail
to make this course change. It therefore gave no
instructions as to how or by whom it could be
confirmed either that the ship had assumed the
new course, or that the vessel was correctly

headed to the next way point.

Navigational Aids
Whether one refers to the Safety of Life at Sea
(SOLAS) international rules, or merely the
‘ordinary practice of seamen,’ it is clear that the
vessel’s course and position should be checked
by as many means as possible. One would have
expected that the crew of the Queen of the
North would have looked for the next
lighthouse, Point Cumming. Since it was the
location of the next course change, it should
have been nearly dead ahead, and 7.8 nautical
miles distant from Sainty Point. Unfortunately,
this lighthouse has a nominal range of only five
nautical miles, and, given the weather, may not
have been visible.
It is hard to understand why this light is not
stronger. Some years ago, the Coast Guard
replaced many of the lights that had been used
for navigation with lights which had less
intensity, saying that ships equipped with GPS
no longer needed them for navigation; it was
only necessary to have lights strong enough so
that ships did not run into the rocks or Islands
on which they were situated. The Point
Cumming light may have been a casualty of this
kind of thinking. If so, the Queen of the North
may also have been a casualty.

Responsibility
Two days after the sinking, BC Ferries notified
the provincial government that they would
claim it was an ‘Event of Force Majeure’ under
the Coastal Ferries Contract. Commonly known
as ‘acts of God’, the contract extends this
definition to ‘an event that is beyond the
reasonable control and without the fault of a
party’. In this contract, it specifically includes
everything short of bankruptcy. The purpose of
this declaration is to exclude BC Ferries from
liability for the sinking under the contract, and
to ensure the continuance of payments under
the contract despite the discontinuance of the
service.
The question, of course, is whether the
sinking was ‘beyond the reasonable control and
without the fault’ of BC Ferries.

Recommendations
The majority of the recommendations in the BC
Ferries report deal with the training of bridge
crew in use of the equipment. This was a
deficiency that had been recognized by Morfitt,
by the TSB, and obviously by others within BC
Ferries. Recommendations also deal with
written procedures, and also a significant
change
in
watchkeeping
hours.
A
recommendation that the ‘illumination of
navigational equipment’ be reviewed is also
included.
The root of the problem, however, may lie in
the attitude to the Safety Management System
within BC Ferries. Morfitt reports that despite
the fact that it has been nine years since the
SMS was implemented, there was not yet ‘a
high level of buy-in’ to the system by all levels in
the organization. He notes that safety is a subobjective of ‘asset management’ and ‘customer
service.’
Senior management bonuses depend on the
‘on-time performance’ of the fleet, but not on its
safety record. Surely, one incident such as the
sinking of the Queen of the North should cancel
out any management brownie points earned
through any other evaluation criteria, including
those of financial performance. 

FUEL-EFFICIENT, COST-EFFECTIVE WOOD HEATING

Serving the Gulf Islands & Greater Victoria
* Each ‘Separate Deposit’ as defined by Regulations is guaranteed up to $100,000 by the Credit Union Insurance Corporation.
Interest rates subject to change without notice. †All term deposits shown here are RRSP-eligible.

BRENTWOOD 544-4041

CEDAR 722-7073

DUNCAN 746-4171

LADYSMITH 245-0456

MILL BAY 743-5534

CHEMAINUS 246-3273

DOUGLAS & BROUGHTON 385-4728

LAKE COWICHAN 749-6631

SALT SPRING 537-5587

SHAWNIGAN 743-5395

WOODGROVE CENTRE 390-7070

MAYFAIR MALL 385-4476
WEST SHORE 474-7262

www.ISCU.com

For over 25 Years

Sales / Installations

Ark Solar Products Ltd.
#6 – 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

Phone:

(250) 386-7643

Read editions you have missed • Search our Archive by subject
Use individual ‘Reprint’ articles for easy emailing

www.islandtides.com
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AUTOMOTIVE

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

GSA Auto Rentals

Cortes Island: An opportunity to
participate on a small mixed farm.
For people who would enjoy
growing their own food, want to live
in a community, and be willing to
live without some conveniences.
Email for more information at
bjlfarm@planet-save.com

OdorBeGone septic vent air cleaner.
Removes sewer gas coming from
vent stack. Canadian company.
Follows all codes. $79 includes
taxes. 250-373-2272, 539-2550,
http://www.odorbegone.ca
Turkish carpets and kilims for sale
on Galiano Island: Various colours,
sizes and prices. All are traditional
designs; hand-made with natural
fibres and dyes. Gary and Barbara
Moore, 250-539-2127

Monthly Rentals
from $525
Mention this ad &
get 10% off first
month’s rental.

Rent or Lease
Quality Pre-Owned
Cars & Trucks
We will pick you up
from Ferries & Airport

655-5038
1-800-809-0788
GSAAUTORENTALS.COM

SIDNEY
TRANSMISSIONS

• AUTOMATICS & STANDARDS
• 4-WHEEL DRIVE SPECIALIST
• DIFFERENTIALS • CLUTCHES
• NAT’L WARRANTY • COURTESY CARS

ISLAND EXPLORER
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT LTD.

250-654-0230
Southern Gulf
House & Cottage Rentals
PENDER ISLAND LONG TERM:
Oceanfront, 2 bedrooms + finished
loft; 2 bathrooms; fireplace insert.
Live in your vacation home all
year!–$1200 • Very private, open
concept living, dining area and
kitchen, three bedrooms plus
den/office, three bathrooms–$950 •
Spectacular views from almost
every window are yours in this
spacious 2+ bedroom home, the
large lower area might be used as
a studio/ office/family room–$1300.
Licensed Property Management
on the Gulf Islands since 1994.

CUSTOMER PICK-UP &
DELIVERY TO FERRY TERMINAL

PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

TRANSMISSION SERVICE

1-800-774-1417

Road test by qualified
technician
Cleanand inspect
transmission pan
40-point driveline
safety check

email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

only

39
for cars

$

.95
*

(call for pricing
on trucks and
motor homes)

* Parts, ECO fees and
taxes extra

1-877-655-3707
Local: 655-3707

#3 - 2051 MALAVIEW
(ACROSS FROM SLEGGS)

BOXED ADS
Start at $30

www.island-explorer.com/pender

HELP WANTED
Caretaker required. Galiano Island,
galiano.gulfislands.com/cliffhouse.
Long-term position available. We
are looking for a mature,
responsible, reliable couple with
B&B experience to manage the
Cliffhouse Cottages. References
required. Call Teresa LaMontagna
604-253-1450 or treel@telus.net.

Pender Writers’ Circle Workshops:
HOME & PROPERTY
SERVICES

• Torch-On Roofing
• Standing Seam & Low-slope
Metal Roofing
• Custom Flashing
• Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
• 6” Water Collection Gutters

1-877-652-0599

ISLAND
MARINE

Come on in!

CONSTRUCTIONSERVICES
Docks & Floats • Counter
Balance Systems • Pile
Driving • Custom Aluminum
Ramps and Walkways

Ph: 250-537-9710

SCRAP CAR
REMOVAL

Wood-Fired
Hot Tubs

MARINE

Member: Better Business Bureau,
Roofing Contractors Assoc of B.C.

www.flynn.ca

alumitubs@telus.net

WATER TAXI
Serving All The
Southern
Gulf Islands

D. A. SMITHSON
& SONS

Well Drillers
539-5252 or
250-478-6937

Docside Charters

250-217-4488
WANTED TO RENT
Professional couple seeks quiet
year-long rental on Salt Spring,
Mayne, Galiano, Quadra or Cortes
Island starting May/June. We have a
well-behaved dog, definitely not
the hell-hound variety! Tel: 250-3707736, oakgreen@telus.net

HOME DELIVERY

Pure
Mountain
Spring Water
G.I. Spring Water Express

250-537-4830

Annual Park Clean-up Picnic
On May 5 is the Annual Thomson Community
Park Clean-up. Many people use their small boat
club membership or hop in their own boat,
kayaking or rowing over to Saturna Beach. This
has been a favourite annual event since the
community gained the park. We usually work for
two hours—bring your own tools. Lunch is a fun
affair with BBQed hotdogs, veggie burgers and
anything else you want to throw on and then
shared cake, juice, coffee and tea. Bring all kids as
they remind us what a park is for. The afternoon
always ends with bocci played on the old clay
tennis court that belonged to Warburton Pike.

Fundraiser for Saint
Christopher’s
Saint Christopher’s Church is keen to upgrade their
small downstairs kitchen. They are asking people to

donate plants, cuttings and starts, bulbs, and
surplus garden tools to be sold at Carol Money’s
nursery on Mothers Day, May 12. Last year, the
church’s lively garden sale happily coincided with
the Recycling Centre’s Giant Garage Sale, and
produced $600 for church maintenance.
The Church is such an asset in our small
community. Willingly shared, lovely to look at,
housing the library, music workshops, weddings
and memorial services, as well as being the
spiritual home of those who are so inclined, it is
indeed worthy of support. (April 28 is also the
first day of the choral workshop to be held at the
Church. Contact Ilka Oleson if you are interested.)

Interesting Talk For A Good
Cause
‘A Nurse’s View of Community Life in a Cree
Village in the Mid 1970s’ will be offered Saturday,
April 21 at 7:30pm at the Community Hall.
Elizabeth Herejk will present a slideshow
detailing her life as an outpost nurse in a
community that she believes faces many of the
same issues that we do as Islanders.
Elizabeth is for asking an admission donation
to this interesting slideshow. Money raised will go
to the Underwear Affair, a race held in Vancouver,
that Elisabeth’s team the ‘Free Radicals’ competes
in. The intent of the race is to raise awareness of
and funds for research for all the unmentionable
cancers that occur below the waist. Elizabeth
works with cancer and knows how cancers that
grow in places we don’t like to talk about are that
much more likely to run rampant, aided by our
embarrassed unwillingness to undergo rigorous
examination and testing.
A new program at the Library is story-reading
every Saturday at 10-11am. The last reading will
be on June 23. 

What is a
property worth
without water?

• W ATER W ELLS
• H YDROFRACTURING
TO I M P R O V E W E L L Y I E L D S

Drilling the Islands since 1965
1-800-746-7444
SSI: 537-8456
www.drillwell.com
drill@drillwell.com

MOVED
HOMES
40+ buildings
available
www.nickelbros.com

Specializing in…

MAUI
Vacation Condos

PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for
Sundecks, Garage Decks
and Roofdecks.
CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

www.mauisuncoast.com

250-537-2990 or
1-800-804-6288

Servicing the Gulf Islands

REAL ESTATE
If you are looking for Salt Spring
Real Estate you should use the
Ultimate
Property
Search
www.escapetosaltspring.com Scott
Simmons Sutton Westcan Realty

1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views
Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

1-800-800-8608
VANCOUVER ISLAND
‘HOLIDAY HOUSE’
B&B Motel • Rooms
Vacation Suites
FREE PICK-UP

20 min from Nanaimo Ferries
10 min from Nanaimo Airport

VICTORIA PICK-UP
Free with 1-week stay

1-888-310-2299
www.ladysmithoceanview.com
www.bbvacation.com

Nature Conservancy makes a start on
final BC study
The Central Interior ecoregion and the
Fraser Basin watersheds from the
headwaters down to the Fraser Canyon will
be the final large landscapes to be studied by
the Nature Conservancy of Canada (NCC) in
British Columbia. This area contains the flat
to rolling Chilcotin, Cariboo and Nechako
Plateaus. It also contains the Chilcotin
Ranges west to the centre of the Pacific
Ranges, the Bulkley and Thatsa Ranges, and
the southern extent of the Northern Rocky
Mountain Trench.
The region is nourished by the waters of
the mighty Fraser, Skeena and Nass Rivers.
The purpose of this project will be to (i)
identify the most important places for
biodiversity conservation within the region
and (ii) develop information and decisionsupport tools to aid in land use planning and
natural resource management decisions
within the area.
This work follows on the successful
completion of biodiversity conservation
assessments for the Okanagan, North
Cascades and Pacific Ranges, and Pacific
Northwest Coast ecoregions.
‘This last major landscape in British
Columbia will take just over two years to
complete. The Central Interior and Fraser
Basin are experiencing large-scale ecological
and economic impacts due to the current
mountain pine beetle epidemic. We hope our
work in the area will help ensure that critical
environmental values are secured for future
generations,’ said Pierre Iachetti, NCC’s
director of conservation science and

What are your
options?

planning and one of the lead scientists.
Study teams consist of scientists and
planners from NCC, provincial, state, and
federal governments, the universities of
British Columbia, Victoria, and Northern
British Columbia, and also include expertise
from the Canadian Forest Service, FORREX,
NatureServe, University of Colorado, and the
Klamath Center for Conservation Research.
‘The Nature Conservancy of Canada uses
the best available scientific information to
inform its findings. NCC has completed
biodiversity conservation assessments for 8
of the province’s 12 ecoregions, which has
resulted in the protection of over 450,000
acres of ecologically significant land and
water in British Columbia.’
‘With climate change, it is important to
truly understand the environment and the
needs of animals and plants in adapting to
inevitable change,’ says Jan Garnett, NCCBC’s regional vice-president.
‘We were very lucky that several years ago
we recognized the incredible ecological
values in the region and began our work
through land purchases in the Tatlayoko
Valley which is proving to be critical
migratory bird and grizzly bear habitat.’
NCC is undertaking its work with
numerous collaborators including the
provincial ministries of Forests and Range,
Agriculture and Lands, and Environment,
The Nature Conservancy (USA), Washington
Department of Fish & Wildlife,
GeoConnections, the Fraser Basin Council,
and the Pacific Salmon Foundation. 

GENERATOR FOR SALE

Find out from your
Gulf Islands’ alternative
energy specialists

Energy Options
energyoptions@telus.net

1-250-744-6842

GETAWAYS

250-629-3660
SATURNA NOTES from page 3
house the ambulance, storage of supplies and
equipment, a small office, and an overnight
housing facility for ambulance staff, local or
visiting.
This project is in the planning stage. It is the
hope of the health committee members that the
community will support this endeavour. All
questions, observations and suggestions are very
welcome. Address them to Dawn Wood, Bernie
Ziegler, Donna Curwen, Kathy Stonehouse or
David Rees-Thomas.
Many thanks were given to Donna and Dave
Curwen who have resigned from the health
committee. As in all things, Donna and Dave have
given so much help—dedicated, inspired and well
informed. New nurse Lorna Quinn Archer is now
living on Island and continuing the fine tradition
of public nursing. She can be reached at the clinic
and and by cell phone.

Gulf Islands
Victoria • Sooke
Sidney • Duncan

1-866-606-2237

604.885.0646

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca

www.islandmarine.ca

FREE

250-537-8371

364 Lower Ganges Rd., Salt Spring Island
electrical contractors • solar • wind • microhydro systems

Located at Galiano Health Care Centre, 908 Burrill
Rd., Galiano
Specifications: Engine: Detroit diesel 2-53, Stamford
Alternator, 18.75 KVA Rating, 208/120 volt/60 cyc./3
ph.-50 amps, Year : Est. mid 70's
To view unit contact Tom Bennett 250-539-3046
Bid price to include removal of unit.
Bids in writing to GHCS, 908 Burrill Rd., Galiano or
email to spiritus1@telus.net by May 12th, 2007.

Mark sealed bids “GENERATOR BID”

UVic helps Islanders cope
with disease

If you live on Vancouver Island and have a chronic disease, you
can get some free help from the University of Victoria.
For the past four years the University of Victoria Centre on
Aging’s Chronic Disease Self Management Program has been
empowering Vancouver Islanders to take charge of their
personal health. During a free six-week course trained
volunteers assist people, their families and caregivers to access
an array of tools to deal with the challenges of living with various
chronic conditions such as diabetes, heart conditions, arthritis,
fibromyalgia, mild depression and asthma.
‘In the next few months we’re offering 10 new courses in
central and southern Vancouver Island,’ says Mark Davies,
coordinator of the program. ‘Participation makes a real
difference in the quality of people’s lives.’
Vancouver Island courses are being offered at the following
locations: Shawnigan Lake, Nanaimo, Duncan, Sidney and the
Victoria area, For more information, or to register call 1-866902-3767 or www.coag.uvic.ca/cdsmp. 
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A parade of Easter bonnets at Dinner
Bay Park, hosted by Mayne Island
Parks Board.

A Better Way to Build
Save time, money and headaches.

1,582 sq. ft. - $47,400
FOB Vancouver (Standard Specs)

• Complete panellized home package.
• Delivery to your site in 4 - 5 weeks from order date.
• Build yourself - or contractor can construct.
• Comprehensive building guide included.
• Goes up quickly (to lock-up stage in 3 - 4 days).
• Highest quality, BC grown, kiln-dried lumber.
• Package price guaranteed up front.

Your Island Representative

Russ Anderson

View over 100 plans at:
www.nelson-homes.com

R. Anderson Technical Services
Port Alberni, BC
Phone: (250) 720-6000
Fax: (250) 720-2270
e-mail: russanderson@shaw.ca

Please send your 2007
Voluntary Subscription
Did something in this edition:
• inform you?
• pique your interest?
• amuse you?
• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?
• make you a good contact?
• find you an opportunity?
• inspire you to take action?
• make a conversation topic?
• find you a good buy or service?

Snapshot of an Islands’ man ~ Tish Saunders
A Vancouver boy, photographer Lony Rockafella majored in depict the Island, so that perhaps it could be developed in an
drama and minored in psychology, graduating from UBC in organic, natural way, coexisting with the landscape.
1969. That summer, he came to Galiano to play in a band and
‘I began to put the images up at the Daystar Market. People
moved into a run-down cabin on Arbutus Point Road by Active wanted to know where the shots were from, and how I possibly
Pass. The area was like a communal farm—people grew got them that way. They said they had taken pictures of the same
vegetables, sold them locally, ate together and played music.
thing and not gotten the same results. Why did I?
There, Lony had some transcendental experiences which
‘It’s timing, terrain and the tripod. This involves being really
opened him up to the world and nature. ‘I was eating Galiano familiar with Galiano Island—where the sun is, what the clouds
Island, experiencing Mother
are like, if there’s a wind, what the
Earth and God. I had
ocean is doing. It also involves getting
dropped out from the urban
up really early, or staying out late at
environment into the sacred
night, standing in the forest for quite
wilderness.’
a while and waiting—waiting for that
However, Lony had to
shot, camera on tripod ready to click.
make some money to
Then there is the quality of the
support his transcendental
pictures—they are super-saturated
experiences, so he and his
with colour. People always wonder
wife, Johanna, started the
how I get the colour. It’s about being
first food co-op on the island.
one with nature—timing, I have to
They began distributing
intuitively know the conditions
organic produce and then
surrounding me, my senses have to
groceries,
which
led
be wide open. One day I might get the
eventually to the Daystar
picture, the next day, I won’t. Is this
Market: ‘We went every
the moment? Is this the time when I
Friday to the community DIONISIO POINT by LONY ROCKAFELLA
should go out? It’s all about timing—
hall, but also travelled with
it’s when the Infinite reveals itself the
the produce truck as far as Tofino, Denman and Hornby, even most, and I have to recognize the moment and go with that.
the Queen Charlotte Islands. I purchased my property from Ollie Sometimes I go out there and turn back because I realize that ‘it’
Garner in 1978, and began building the store. The original is not revealing itself. It’s all very mystical.
produce truck is actually built into the Daystar building.’
‘Now I’ve started to ‘mirror’ the images in nature in my
Already doing photography since university, Lony then met photos and come up with a mystic representation of Earth Love.
Morgan Smith. ‘He really pushed me to get a good, expensive Like the sandstone images that I have reversed, suddenly you see
camera. Also, I remember Betty Fairbanks’ images so well and all the things you couldn’t before. It’s like a big mandala, the
was moved to parallel her inspiration.
reversals offer truth. You can see faces in the sandstone, the
‘So, in the mid-’90s, I started to create my visual record of duality becomes one, and that’s the theme—to see oneness, a
Galiano. My priority was to record the beauty of this Island, so unity.’
that people making decisions would build and plan to blend with
An exhibition of Lony’s work begins on April 21, see ‘What’s
the physical beauty of Galiano. That was my driving desire, to On?’, page 5 for details. 

SHORELINE DESIGN
www.shorelinedesign.ca

If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island
mailbox or if you pick it up from one of our 70 free
boxes located across the Strait of Georgia and from
Victoria to Nanaimo, you can show your support and
appreciation by mailing a voluntary subscription of

($25 + $1.50 gst = $26.25) to:
Box 55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0
(Or call us with your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You!
A heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you
who have given subscriptions. And keep
those lovely letters coming. We paste
them all in our scrapbooks!

• fully insured
• excellent
references
Peter Christenson 250-629-8386

specializing in water access
over steep & rugged terrain

BC province fined for fisheries infraction
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) has
announced that a total penalty of $80,000 has
been handed down to the BC Ministry of
Transportation and its contractor for failing to
protect fish habitat during a construction
project in 2003.
Between September 6 and September 8,
2003, construction activity around the realignment of Highway 97 over the Cottonwood
River bridge caused sediment to be deposited in
the Cottonwood River, 15 km north of Quesnel.
Neelco Construction 1986 Inc. was performing
the construction on behalf of the provincial
Ministry of Transportation.
Fishery officers were contacted by the
Ministry of Transportation’s environmental
monitor, as required under a Fisheries Act
authorization. An investigation confirmed that
adequate measures were not taken to protect
fish or fish habitat during the construction
process. As a result, a deposit of a deleterious
substance (sediment) entered the Cottonwood
River, an important salmon and trout river
system.

Recently, in Quesnel provincial court, the
two parties pled guilty and were fined for
depositing sediment in waters frequented by
fish under Section 36(3) of the Fisheries Act.
The Province of BC, as represented by the BC
Ministry of Transportation, was fined $45,000,
of which $44,000 will be directed to DFO for
the promotion of conservation, protection and
enhancement of fish and fish habitat in the
Quesnel area. Neelco Construction 1986 Inc.
was fined $35,000, of which, $34,000 will be
directed to DFO for the same activity.
The protection of fish habitat is everyone’s
responsibility. Under the Fisheries Act, fish
habitat is defined as ‘spawning grounds and
nursery, rearing, food supply and migration
areas on which fish depends directly or
indirectly in order to carry out their life
processes.’
DFO urges the public to report fish habitat
damage or any other violation by calling the 24hour, toll-free Observe, Record, and Report line
at 1-800-465-4336. 

